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Council and Main Committees

Degree by Resolution

This content has been removed as it contains personal information protected under the Data Protection Act.

Council of the University

Register of Congregation

Mr Vice-Chancellor reports that the following names have been added to the Register of Congregation:

- Barker, R G, Christ Church
- Baxter, R L, Estates Services
- Darnell, I C, Estates Services
- Goncalves Pita do Serrado, J D F, Lady Margaret Hall
- Guerin, P J, Faculty of Clinical Medicine
- Horley, R E, Estates Services
- Jain, R, Faculty of Clinical Medicine
- Ng, S S S-W, Wolfson

Divisional and Faculty Boards

For changes in regulations for examinations see ‘Examinations and Boards’ below.

Congregation

26 January

Text of Resolution

Congregation welcomes the conclusions of the EIA, resolves that of the three options that it offers for mitigation of the environmental damage caused by the Castle Mill Development, Option 3 is the only one that offers substantial mitigation, and therefore instructs Council to proceed with mitigation work according to the recommendations of Option 3.

Proposed by:

- B Anderson, COMPAS
- Elizabeth Baigent, Wycliffe Hall
- Nicholas Bamforth, Queen’s
- J Barton, CTSU
- Mette Berg, Anthropology
- W J Blair, Queen’s
- Julia Bray, St John’s
- W R C Briant, St Cross
- Christopher Brown, Worcester
- Averil Cameron, Keble
- Dexter Canoy, Nuffield Department of Population Health
- Jane Caplan, St Antony’s
- E Carmichael, St John’s
- Peter J Collins, St Edmund Hall
- Rory Collins, St Cross
- David Constantine, Queen’s
- Stephanie Dalley, Somerville
- P L Davies, Jesus
- Jill M Dawson, Nuffield Department of Population Health
- Jan-Georg Deutsch, St Cross
- Robert Evans, Oriel
- Jonathan Flint, Merton
- Keith N Frayn, Green Templeton
- Charles Foster, St Cross
- Susan Gillingham, Worcester
- Michael Goldacre, Magdalen
- Imogen Goold, St Anne’s
- R B P Harrison, Said Business School
- Martin Henig, Wolfson
- William Herrington, Nuffield
- Department of Population Health
- Martin Ingram, Brasenose
- Jane Kaye, St Cross
- Diarmuid MacCulloch, St Cross
- Peter Mackridge, St Cross
- Sloan Mahone, St Cross
- Judith Maliby, Corpus Christi
- Timothy Morris, Green Templeton
- Kalypso Nicolaidis, St Antony’s
- Avner Offer, All Souls
- Fernanda Pirie, St Cross
- Oliver Pooley, Oriel
- Hilary Priestley, St Anne’s
- Gesine Reinfert, Keble
- Jane Roberts, Nuffield
- S G Roberts, St Edmund Hall
- Paul Ryder, Nuffield Department of Population Health
- Quentin Sattentau, Magdalen
- S W Saunders, Merton
- Hugh Series, Law
- Andrew Shacknove, Continuing Education
- Michael Sharpe, St Cross
- Alison J Shaw, Nuffield Department of Population Health
- Hannah Skoda, St John’s
- Michael Smets, Green Templeton
- S A Smith, All Souls
- B A Sufrin, Worcester
- Andrew Topham, St Cross
- Ruth Travis, Nuffield Department of Population Health
- Kate Tunstall, Worcester
- N Van Hear, St Cross
- S Waters, St Anne’s
- Roy Westbrook, St Hugh’s
- Andrew Wilkinson, All Souls
- R W Zetter, Green Templeton

Council considers the resolution unacceptable to it. A debate will therefore be held at the Congregation Meeting on 10 February.

At its meeting on 19 January, Council gave careful consideration to the resolution first published on 15 January. Council welcomes the conclusions of the Environmental Statement on the Castle Mill Development.
that: With the improvements proposed in the Design Mitigation Strategy (Option 1), the advantages of the development would outweigh any residual harm; and that: ‘...for economic and social reasons anything more than the minimum required to achieve a measure of environmental improvements would have a disproportionate effect and should not be pursued on these grounds’. Council proposes, subject to local authority planning processes, to proceed with mitigation work consistent with Option 1 and deems unacceptable the demand for the implementation of Option 3, which the Environmental Statement independently costs at £30 million, five times the estimate for Option 1.

Arrangements for the meeting

The meeting will be held at 2pm on Tuesday, 10 February, in the Sheldonian Theatre. Attendance at the meeting is open to members of Congregation and to nominated representatives of the Oxford University Student Union (OUSU) as agreed in advance by the Vice-Chancellor. Admittance to the Theatre will be on the production of a valid University card and will be on a first-come, first-served basis (places will be reserved for scheduled speakers). The doors of the Sheldonian Theatre will open at 1.45pm. The Vice-Chancellor has decided that the wearing of gowns shall be optional on this occasion.

Advance notice by speakers

Those wishing to speak at the meeting will be expected to limit their contributions to five minutes. As the meeting is expected to close by 4.30pm, it may not be possible to call all those who wish to speak. If you wish to speak at the meeting, you are asked to indicate this intention in advance by emailing congregation.meeting@admin.ox.ac.uk as soon as possible, and by noon on Friday, 6 February, at the latest. It would be helpful if members of Congregation intending to speak would explain in no more than 25 words what issues they wish to cover. This information will be used to provide the order in which speakers are called. Names of those who have indicated a wish to speak, together with the issues they wish to raise, will be published on the Congregation website shortly in advance of the meeting. If time permits, those who have not indicated in advance may have an opportunity to speak. The Vice-Chancellor will also invite two nominated representatives of OUSU to speak.

Voting

Following the speeches, a vote will be taken. The Vice-Chancellor and the Proctors have determined that voting during the meeting will take place by paper ballot. Members of Congregation will be required to identify themselves on their voting slips by name and signature and by college/department or faculty and to deposit their own voting slips in ballot boxes at the doors of the House. Slips will be sorted and counted by the Proctors, and will subsequently be kept confidentially by the Proctors for six days, after which they will be destroyed.

Transcript

It is intended that a transcript of the meeting will be published in the Gazette of 19 February and, before then, on the Congregation website. As a result of time constraints, it will not be possible to check the report of the proceedings with individual speakers before publication. Speakers are asked to provide their written texts by email to congregation.meeting@admin.ox.ac.uk by 9am on Wednesday, 11 February.

The Congregation website is at: www.admin.ox.ac.uk/councilsec/governance/congregation.

1The transcript may be edited for legal reasons.

General Notices

University seeks accreditation as living wage employer

The University is seeking accreditation as a living wage employer. For many years Oxford has ensured that all those employed by the central University are paid the living wage. Accreditation means that the University is committing to pay the living wage not only to its employees but also to contractors who work regularly on University premises. The University expects to accredit in April 2015 and to move all contractors over to the living wage within the next two years. The living wage is calculated according to the basic cost of living, and is intended to allow people to provide for themselves and their families. It currently stands at £7.85 per hour, approximately 20% more than the national minimum wage of £6.50 per hour.

Appointments

Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences/Medical Sciences

PROFESSORSHIP OF BIOSTATISTICS IN GENOMICS

Christopher C Holmes, PhD Lond, Professor of Statistics, Department of Statistics, Oxford, and MRC Programme Leader in Statistical Genomics, MRC Mammalian Genetics Unit, has been appointed to the Professorship of Biostatistics in Genomics in the Nuffield Department of Clinical Medicine and the Department of Statistics with effect from 1 September 2014. Professor Holmes will be a fellow of St Anne’s.

Visiting Professorships

Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences

The Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Board has reconferred the title of Visiting Professor in Engineering Science upon Roger Gunn, BSc, PhD, for a further 3 years until 31 December 2017.
**Electoral Boards**

**Composition of an Electoral Board**

The composition of the electoral board to the post below, proceedings to fill which are currently in progress, is as follows:

**MARSHAL FOCH PROFESSORSHIP OF FRENCH LITERATURE**

Appointed by

The President of Corpus Christi The Warden of All Souls ex officio Professor S West Professor J Cerquiglini-Toulet Professor M-P Berranger Professor R Cooper Professor D Holmes Professor T Farrant Professor N Kenny

Mr Vice-Chancellor¹

Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Humanities Division Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris Council of the University of Paris

¹Appointed by Mr Vice-Chancellor under the provisions of Statute IX, Sect 10 and 11.

**Botanic Garden**

The following events are free with entry to the garden.

16 Feb-8 Mar: Fabulous Fairtrade. Explore the glasshouses and exhibition space to discover more about Fairtrade crops and the people who grow them.

11am-1pm, 18 Feb: Fabulous Fairtrade Fruits. Decorate our giant rainforest vine with collage fruits and funky leaves and find real tropical fruits growing in the glasshouses. Drop-in session.

**Pembroke**

**MUSIC SOCIETY**

Timothy Keasley, oboe. Angharad Thomas, bassoon, and Hamish Dustagheer, piano, will perform Poulenc’s Trio at 1.15pm on 2 February in the Pichette Auditorium. Free.

**St Stephen’s House**

The following events will take place at 7.30pm, unless otherwise noted, at SJE Arts, St John the Evangelist church, 109A Iffley Road. For further information and tickets, please see: www.sje-oxford.org/events.html.

5 Feb: Maki Sekiya, piano - Mussorgsky, Prokofiev, Wagner. Tickets: £15/£10 (students £10/£5).

7 Feb: Serenade. Corona Strings - great English works for string orchestra including Britten’s Serenade for Tenor, Horn and Strings and works by Tippett, Holst, Purcell and Chacony. Tickets: £16 (£12 concessions/£5 full-time students and under 18s).

10 Feb: Gypsy Fire play Gypsy Jazz. Tickets: £15 (£12 concessions/£5 students).

13 Feb: Vicky Yannoula and George Lazaridis - Beethoven/Czerny Symphonies 1 and 5 for piano four hands. Tickets: £15 (£12 concessions/£5 students and under 18s).


All proceeds to the Mandala Trust – supporting young people in the developing world.

19 Feb: Adderbury Ensemble with Viv McLean, piano - Beethoven’s Piano Concerto no 1, Gershwin’s Song Transcriptions, Dvorak’s String Quartet ‘American’. Tickets: £15 (£5 students and under 16s); free glass of wine or soft drink with every ticket.

20 Feb: John Lill, piano - Mozart’s Sonata in F, Schumann, Brahms, Beethoven’s magnificent last sonata Op 111. Pre-concert talk at 6pm by Ulrich Gerhardt, Director, Concert and Artists’ Services, Steinway and Sons. Tickets: £35/£25/£15 (students £25/£15/£5); talk free to ticket holders.

25/26 Feb: The Pneûma Project. Dance, music, light and visual art evoke the poetics of breath, wind and spirit as it shapes body, story and place - a new collaboration by David Ward, visual artist, Sylvia Hallett, musician, and Miranda Tufnell, dance artist. Tickets: £12/£10 for sale on the door.

7pm, 28 Feb: Mystical Romance. Ronan Busfield, tenor, and Amy Tress, violin - the mystical and romantic works of Beethoven, Szymanowski and Schumann, accompanied by pianist Christian Dawson. Tickets: £19/£16/£3.50 from www.eventbrite.co.uk.
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Lectures

Faculty of Linguistics, Philology and Phonetics

GENERAL LINGUISTICS SEMINAR

The following seminars will be given at 5.15pm on Mondays in the Taylor Institution, unless otherwise noted.

Conveners: Professor A Lahirii, Dr A Asudeh, Dr S Paoli

Dr Kerstin Hoge

2 Feb: ‘The phrase structure puzzles of Yiddish prenominal possessors’

Dr Allesandro Vatri

9 Feb: ‘A man being beaten with my eyes I saw’: automatic detection of syntactic ambiguity in Greek and Latin corpora’

Dr Louise Esher

16 Feb: ‘The life history of morphomic patterns’

Dr Peter Barber

23 Feb: ‘Analogy, asymmetry and underspecification: evidence from ancient Greek’

Professor David Adger QMUL

2 Mar, Ship St Lecture Theatre, Jesus: ‘The syntax of possession in noun initial languages’

Professor Martin Maiden

9 Mar: ‘Why Romanian appears to have three genders but really only has two’

Faculty of Music

OXFORD MEDIEVALISM SEMINAR

Dr Cynthia Gamble, Ruskin Society, will give a seminar at 5pm on 25 February in the Goodhart Seminar Room, University College. Followed by refreshments. Information: http://oxfordmedievalism.wordpress.com. Conveners: Dr Jennifer Rushworth, Dr Matthew Cheung Salisbury

Subject: ‘John Ruskin and Marcel Proust: medieval encounters’

Faculties of Music and Theology and Religion

MUSIC AND THEOLOGY SEMINAR

Corrigendum:

Dr Michael O’Connor, Toronto, will give the following seminar at the new time and date of 3pm on 25 February at Worcester. Followed by refreshments. Information: http://oxfordmusicandtheology.wordpress.com. Conveners: The Revd Dr Jonathan Arnold, Dr Matthew Cheung Salisbury

Subject: ‘Logocentrism and church music: early modern thought and contemporary practice’

Institutes, Centres and Museums

COMPAS

SEMINAR SERIES: SHIFTING POWERS, SHIFTING MOBILITIES

The following seminars will be given at 2pm on Thursdays in the Pauling Centre, 58a Banbury Road. Conveners: Dr Dace Dzenovska and Dr Nicholas Van Hear

Dr Ravinder Kaur, Copenhagen

29 Jan: ‘Emerging worlds’: the reconfiguration of the global south’

Dr Dace Dzenovska and Dr Nicholas Van Hear

5 Feb: ‘Beyond exit and voice: two perspectives’

Dr Amanda Snellinger

12 Feb: ‘We go to bring something back’: a comparison between strategies of going and staying among frustrated youth in Birganj, Nepal

Daniel Trilling, New Humanist

19 Feb: ‘The border is everywhere: refugee journeys in Europe’

Dr Gwendolyn Sasse

26 Feb: ‘Continuity and change in the perceptions and political behaviour of Polish migrants in the UK’

Dr Helene Thiiolet, Sciences Po

5 Mar: ‘Migration, exile and revolution: recent experience from the Middle East’

Professor Bridget Anderson, Dr Mette Berg, Dr Franck Düvell, Dr Caroline Oliver and Dr Martin Ruhs

12 Mar: ‘Shifting powers, shifting mobilities: developing a research agenda’

Foundation for Law, Justice and Society/ Centre for Socio-Legal Studies

WORKSHOP

There will be a workshop discussing patent policy in genomics and human genetics beginning at 9am on 11 February in the Haldane Room, Wolfson. To register: www.fljs.org/content/patent-policy-genomics-and-human-genetics-public-health-perspective. Conveners: Denis J Galligan, Katerina Sideri

Humanities

Humanitas Visiting Professorship in Drama Studies

IS THE PLAYWRIGHT DEAD? (AND IF NOT SHOULD S/HE BE?)

David Edgar, playwright, will give the following lectures at 5pm. Registration free and open to all. Further information and registration: www.torch.ox.ac.uk/humanitas.

2 Feb, Andrew Wiles Building: ‘State of play’

4 Feb, Examination Schools: ‘How playwrights work’ - conversation with playwrights April de Angelis and David Greig

6 Feb, Oxford Playhouse: ‘How playwrights collaborate’ - conversation with playwrights Howard Brenton and Bryony Lavery

7 Feb, Andrew Wiles Building: ‘Plays for today? (The place of the playwright in contemporary theatre)’ - closing symposium with critic Michael Billington, playwright Rachel De-la-hay, theatre maker Chris Goode and Dr Liz Tomlin in discussion

Faculty of Classics

APGRD FREE PUBLIC LECTURES

Corrigendum:

The following lecture has been postponed from 16 February. It will now take place at 2.15pm on 11 May in the Lecture Theatre, Ioannou Centre for Classical and Byzantine Studies.

Helen McCrory in conversation with Professor Edith Hall, KCL

Subject: ‘On Medea at the National Theatre (2014)’
Elections

Nominations for the election below will close at **4pm on 5 February**.

Other Committees and University Bodies

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE

One member of Congregation elected by Congregation from members of the faculties in the Divisions of Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences and of Medical Sciences

Current/Retiring Member To hold office until

Ms H J Stratford, Experimental Psychology (MPLS) MT 2017

For further information, please contact the Secretary (nigel.berry@admin.ox.ac.uk).

Notes:

Nominations in writing for the election on 5 March, by four members of Congregation other than the candidate, will be received by the Elections Office not later than **4pm on 5 March**.

For further information, please contact the Elections Officer (shirley.mulvihill@admin.ox.ac.uk).

until they have read these notes before returning their ballot papers.

Ballot papers will be sent out to members of Congregation as soon as possible after the closing date for nominations. Completed ballot papers must be received by the Elections Office not later than **4pm on 5 March**.

BOOK COLLOQUIUM

Corrigendum:
The following book colloquium has been postponed from 30 January until 5pm on 25 February in the Leonard Wolfson Auditorium, Wolfson. To register: www.fljs.org/events.

**Title:** Capitalism v Democracy: Money in Politics and the Free Market Constitution (by Timothy K Kuhner)

Colleges, Halls and Societies

Merton

MERTON EQUALITY CONVERSATION


**Subject:** ‘Towards a fairer Oxford’

St Antony’s

SOUTHEAST ASIAN SEMINAR SERIES

Corrigendum:
The speaker for the lecture to be given on 18 February has changed. Michael Buehler, SOAS, will now lecture on this date at 2pm in the Deakin Room.

**Subject:** ‘The diffusion of Islamic laws across Indonesia’
Colleges, Halls and Societies

Conference of Colleges

Elections for Michaelmas term 2015

VACANCIES ON CONFERENCE AND UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES

Nominations for these vacancies have been invited from colleges by 4pm on 6 February.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vacancy</th>
<th>Current/retiring member</th>
<th>Until</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conference Chairman, Head of House Member</td>
<td>Sir Jonathan Phillips, Warden of Keble</td>
<td>end of TT 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steering Committee Head of House Member</td>
<td>Dr Nick Brown, Principal of Linacre</td>
<td>end of TT 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions Committee Head of House Deputy Chair</td>
<td>Mr Mark Damazer, Master of St Peter’s</td>
<td>end of TT 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Education Board Head of House Member</td>
<td>Sir Mark Jones, Master of St Cross</td>
<td>end of TT 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Fees and Student Support Advisory Group</td>
<td>Professor Sir Keith Gull, Principal of St Edmund Hall</td>
<td>end of TT 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules Committee College Dean</td>
<td>Dr Alison Woollard, Hertford</td>
<td>end of TT 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Careers Service Subcommittee Head of House Member</td>
<td>Sir Curtis Price, Warden of New College</td>
<td>end of TT 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For queries please contact rita.rattray@admin.ox.ac.uk or see www.confcoll.ox.ac.uk.

Memorial Events

St Benet’s Hall

A Memorial Eucharist will be held for Stratford Caldecott (1954–2014), MA Oxf, STD (HC), FRSA, G K Chesterton Research Fellow 2005–15, at 4pm on 20 February in the chapel at Blackfriars. Refreshments will be served after the service in the Priory Refectory, Blackfriars. All welcome.

Obituaries

St Hugh’s

Marion Hope (née Whittaker), 7 December 2014; 1941. Aged 91.

Elections

Nuffield

SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
Iain McLean, MA DPhil Oxf

POSTDOCTORAL PRIZE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
Michael Grätz, BA Heidelberg, MSc Oxf
Dingeman Wiertz, BSc MSc Tilburg, MSc Oxf

NON-STIPENDIARY RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
Marii Paskov, BA Tallin, MA Groningen

VISITING FELLOWSHIP
John Micklethwait, MA

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIPS
Facundo Alvaredo, Lic Buenos Aires, MA Torcuato Di Tella, DEA DELTA-EHESS, PhD Paris School of Economics
Lucy Barnes, BA Oxf, AM PhD Harvard
Sylvie Dubuc, MSc Cran, Lic Maîtrise DEA PhD Paris
Charles Gottlieb, MPhil Oxf, PhD EUI
Thomas Hale, AB MA PhD Princeton, MSc LSE
Ksenia Northmore-Ball, BA Boston College, MPhil DPhil Oxf
Tom Pegram, BScEcon Aberystwyth, MPhil DPhil Oxf
Max Roser, BA BSc MA MPhil PhD Innsbruck
Abhijeet Singh, BA Delhi, MSc Oxf
Alexander Teytelboym, BSc LSE, MPhil DPhil Oxf
Examinations and Boards

Examinations for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

This content has been removed as it contains personal information protected under the Data Protection Act.

Changes to Examination Regulations

For the complete text of each regulation listed below and a listing of all changes to regulations for this year to date, please see www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/examinationregulations.

**Education Committee**

REGULATIONS FOR DEGREES OF MASTER OF LETTERS AND MASTER OF SCIENCE BY RESEARCH

to reduce maximum extension from 6 terms to 3 terms

**Social Sciences Board**

DPHIL IN GEOGRAPHY
clarification of requirements

MSC IN EDUCATION

to allow students to submit hard-bound copy of dissertation within one week of submission of soft-bound copies

BA IN ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
change to option title
Advertisements

Advertising enquiries
Email: gazette.ads@admin.ox.ac.uk
Telephone: 01865 (2)80548
Web: www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/classifiedadvertising

Deadline
Advertisements are to be received by noon on Wednesday of the week before publication (ie eight days before publication). Advertisements must be submitted online.

Charges
Commercial advertisers: £30 per insertion of up to 70 words, or £60 per insertion of 71–150 words.
Private advertisers: £20 per insertion of up to 70 words, or £40 per insertion of 71–150 words.
See our website for examples of whether an advertisement is considered commercial or private: www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/classifiedadvertising.

Online submission and payment
Advertisements must be submitted and paid for online, using a credit card or debit card, through a secure website. For details, see www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/classifiedadvertising.

5. Voucher copies or cuttings cannot be supplied.

Charges
6. Two separate charging arrangements will apply, for commercial and private advertisers. The rates applicable at any time will be published regularly in the Gazette, and may be obtained upon enquiry. The rates, and guidance on applicability of each rate, are also available online.

The editor’s decision regarding applicability of these rates to an individual advertiser will be final.

Disclaimer
7. The University of Oxford and Oxford University Press accept no responsibility for the content of any advertisement published in the Gazette. Readers should note that the inclusion of any advertisement in no way implies approval or recommendation of either the terms of any offer contained in it or of the advertiser by the University of Oxford or Oxford University Press.

Advertisers’ Warranty and Indemnity
13. The advertiser warrants:
(i) Not to discriminate against any respondents to an advertisement published in the Gazette on the basis of their gender, sexual orientation, marital or civil partner status, gender reassignment, race, religion or belief, colour, nationality, ethnic or national origin, disability or age, or pregnancy.
(ii) That the advertisement does not contravene any current legislation, rules, regulations or applicable codes of practice.
(iii) That it is not in any way illegal or defamatory or a breach of copyright or an infringement of any other person’s intellectual property or other rights.

You are advised to view our full Terms and Conditions of acceptance of advertisements. Submission of an advertisement implies acceptance of our terms and conditions, which may be found at www.ox.ac.uk/gazette/classifiedadvertising, and may also be obtained on application to Gazette Advertisements, Public Affairs Directorate, University Offices, Wellington Square, Oxford OX1 2JD.

Publication in online Gazette
16. Unless the advertiser stipulates otherwise, all advertisements will be published in the online Gazette in addition to the printed Gazette. At the time of submission of an advertisement, the advertiser may stipulate that he or she does not wish the advertisement to be included in the online Gazette. This stipulation: (i) must be made at the time of submission of the advertisement; (ii) cannot later be altered; (iii) will apply to all instances of publication of an advertisement arranged at the time of submission of that advertisement. Please note that advertisements form part of the online Gazette as published and cannot be removed or amended after publication.

Miscellaneous

Craft courses
Ardington School of Crafts offers short courses with practising craftspeople in beautiful surroundings near Wantage. 200 courses between 1 and 3 days, from stained glass and silver jewellery to textiles and carving, all held in our well-equipped workshops. Unearth your hidden talents and discover why people keep coming back to Ardington School of Crafts. Gift vouchers available. See: www.ardingtonschoolofcrafts.com. Tel: 01235 833433.

Indian cuisine
Mughal Indian cuisine at Shezan: 1st floor, 135 High St, Oxford. From our kitchen to your table, we bring you fresh herbs, spices, roots, fragrances and the Mughal tradition of passion for good food. Serving as dining rooms since 1915. Open daily noon–3pm and 5.30–11pm. Tel: 01865 251600. Website: www.shezanoxford.co.uk.

Research participants sought
Study investigating motor control
Researchers at the University of Oxford are seeking healthy volunteers aged between 50 and 75 for a study on motor learning. For the study you would be asked to perform a simple motor task that involves moving your fingers, hand or arm in response to visual stimuli presented on a computer monitor. Volunteers would be reimbursed for their time (£10/hour).

Volunteers needed for mood and technology study
We are looking for volunteers with bipolar disorder or borderline personality disorder, or healthy controls without any history of mental health disorders, to help us improve our understanding of the relationship between mood and daily activity. This project is being run though the Oxford University Department of Psychiatry. Time and travel expenses will be reimbursed. More information:
House to let in Edith Rd, Grandpont, OX1. 4 bedrooms, 2 receptions. Nice garden. Quiet street popular with academic families. 10-min walk to city centre. Newly decorated and in good condition. Unfurnished. Preferably non-smokers without pets. £2,000 pcm. Tel: 07729 262111 or 01865 205294 to view.

Flats to let

University Accommodation Office
The University Accommodation Office maintains registers of University housing, and of private rental accommodation, available to full and part-time students, academic visitors and employees of the University. See www.admin.ox.ac.uk/accommodation.

Accommodation offered

Scott Fraser – market leaders for quality Oxfordshire property. Selling or letting, buying or renting, we are here to help. Visit www.scottfraser.co.uk for more information or call: Oxford sales: 01865 759500; Witney sales: 01993 705507; headington lettings: 01865 811711; Witney lettings 01993 777909. Scott Fraser – market leaders for quality homes available for individuals, groups or families visiting Oxford for holiday, business, academic and relocation purposes or for temporary accommodation between homes. Tel: 01865 311696. Fax: 01865 511010. Email: admin@oxfordshortlets.co.uk. Web: www.oxfordshortlets.co.uk.

Visiting Oxford? Studio, 1-, 2- and 3-bed properties conveniently located for various colleges and University departments. Available from 1 week to several months. Apartments are serviced, with linen provided and all bills included. Details, location maps and photos can be found on our website at www.shortletspace.co.uk. Contact us by email on stay@shortletspace.co.uk or call us on 01993 811711.

Sunny north Oxford studio apartment with parking available for short/medium-term lets, ideal for 1 person. Immaculate newly built with French doors opening onto south-facing garden. Wi-Fi/F TV provided. Lounge/dining area, fully equipped kitchenette with fridge/freezer/hob/microwave. Separate access with own hallway including washer/drier, beautiful bathroom with shower. Fresh linen regularly. £60 per night, bills included, minimum 3 nights. £25 surcharge for second person. Email: enquiries@studioflatnorthoxford.com. Tel: 0044 (0)7764 574700.

Shortlet studios for singles or couples needing clean, quiet self-catering accommodation for weeks or months. Handy for High St (town, colleges), Cowley Rd (shops, restaurants), University sportsground (gym, pool), Oxford Brookes campuses, buses (London, airports, trains, Science Park). Modern, self-contained, fully furnished including cooking and laundry facilities. Wi-Fi broadband, TV/DVD/CJ, central heating, cleaning and fresh linen weekly. Off-road parking for cars and bikes. Taxes and all bills included. Enquiries: stay@oxfordbythe month.com.

Holiday lets

Midhurst. Romantic, primitive, 2-bedroom gamekeeper’s cottage on a muddy farm track in national park at the foot of the South Downs. Open fire, polished floor, simple kitchen; dishwasher, washing machine; broadband, no TV, large study. On own 190-acre organic farm – woods, valleys, river, bluebells, deer. Available weekends; discounts for junior academic pictures. Pictures at www. wakehamfarm.com or email haroldcarter@mac.com.

Cornwall, cottage and restored chapel in quiet hamlet on South-west Coastal Footpath within 100m of the sea and minutes from Caerhayes and Heligan. Each property sleeps 6. Comfortably furnished, c/h, wood burner and broadband. Ideal for reading, writing, painting, walking, bathing, bird watching. Beautiful beach perfect for bucket and spade family holidays. Short winter breaks available from £200. Tel: 01865 558503 or 07917 864113.

Email: gabriel.amherst@btconnect.com. See: www.cornwallcornwall.com.

In the middle of open fields: high up in the Coed y Brenin forest near Dolgelau, southern Snowdonia, restored and extended former forester’s cottage. Many walks from the door, superb mountain biking with trails suitable for the inexperienced (bike rentals available nearby), diverse birdlife, beaches 25 minutes. Warm, comfortable, well equipped, light, secluded and extremely quiet. Wood-burning stove. Wi-Fi. Sleeps 6-8. More details at www.myew.co.uk or from 01865 399967.

Lovely house to rent in Ste-Suzanne. Pays de Loire. Village classified ‘one of the most beautiful in France’. Ideally positioned, unspoiled countryside, next to best boulangerie in area! Village has open-air swimming pool in summer. Easily accessible: UK seaports/airports. Great for walking, relaxing, markets, creative projects. Sleeps 7 comfortably. £300–£475 pw. Contact: penboreham@ntlworld.com or 01865 424749. See: http://ste-suzanne.sitey.me.

Tuscany: beautiful stone-built house with garden/BBQ. Sleeps 2-6. Peaceful location; stunning views of medieval hilltop village, Roccatederighi, (within walking distance) with restaurants and services. 1½ hours from Pisa airport; 35 mins from the coast with miles of free public beaches and pine groves; 20 mins to lake. £500–£700 pw high season depending on numbers; good reductions outside summer peak times. Contact David Haenlein: 07751 434267; david@haenlein.co.uk.

Property for sale

Italy, Lazio/Umbria border: €65,000. Simple, comfortable, furnished, end-of-village, 2-bedroom house. 80m². Living room, study/bedroom 3, kitchen, 2 bathrooms, utilities area, storage cave, 2 terraces. Wonderful views over Tiber Valley. Electrically boosted woodfire heating. Shop and bus service in village. All other shops and conveniences 10 mins by car. Excellent connections to Rome, Florence, Perugia, Siena, Lake Bolsena. Contact: airports.jockmacd@ntlworld.com or 01962 853929.

For sale

Running out of bike storage facilities? For sale: semi-upright new galvanised steel bike racks for minimising storage space by a Hi-Low design. Delivery/fitting service available at an additional cost if required. Priced at £20 each item, volume discount available for all (74). Nick Green, Boyne Salvage, Oxford: 07913 857513.
Notifications of Vacancies

Please refer to the website, or contact the email address shown, for further details of the vacancy. For a full list of vacancies in the University and colleges, see www.ox.ac.uk/about_the_university/jobs.

The University is committed to equality and valuing diversity.

University of Oxford

School of Anthropology and Museum Ethnography in association with Kellogg; Associate Professorship in the Anthropology of Migration; from £44,620; noon, 23 March; www.ox.ac.uk/about/jobs/academic/index/ac17236j

Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages; Marshal Foch Professorship of French Literature; 9 March; www.ox.ac.uk/about/jobs/academic/index/ac17236j

Colleges, Halls and Societies

Campion Hall; Bursar; 9 February; sarah.gray@campion.ox.ac.uk

Christ Church in association with the Faculty of History; Associate Professorship and Official Studentship in Modern History; £44,620–£59,914 plus benefits; 23 February; www.chch.ox.ac.uk/general-information/employment

Pembroke; Director of Studies; Oxford Programme on the Changing Character of War; £27,057–£35,256; 23 February; www.pmb.ox.ac.uk/vacancies

St Anne's; HR Manager; £40,000; noon, 4 February; www.oct-associates.co.uk

St Catherine's; Academic Office Assistant; £10,695–£11,693; noon, 19 February; www.stcatz.ox.ac.uk/node/767

St John's; Schools Liaison Officer; University grade 5; 5pm, 16 February; www.sjc.ox.ac.uk

External Vacancies

Department of Genetics, University of Cambridge; 2 University Lectureships from 1 October 2015 or as soon as possible thereafter; £38,511–£48,743; 28 February; head@gen.cam.ac.uk (informal enquiries) or www.jobs.cam.ac.uk/job/5870 (ref PC05079)

Centre for History and Economics, Magdalene College, Cambridge; Mellon Foundation Postdoctoral Research Fellowship in History; £28,695; 20 February; www.fas.harvard.edu/~histecon/exel/vacancies.html

Robinson College, Cambridge; 1-year College Teaching Associate in Law (with possible renewal for further 2 years) from 1 September 2015; 2 March; www.robinson.cam.ac.uk/jobs/college-teaching-associate-law

St Edmund's College, Cambridge; part-time Director of the Von Hügel Institute (20% FTE) from 1 October 2015; 27 February; www.st-edmunds.cam.ac.uk/content/director-von-huegel-institute

Gazette copy must be received in the week before publication. Deadline: noon on Wednesday. Inclusion is subject to availability of space.

Certain sections in the Gazette include official announcements by the University but the University accepts no responsibility for the content of any other material in the Gazette.

Next Gazette: Thursday, 5 February.